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About This Content

Found in flight schools around the world, the classic Cessna 152 has landed on FSX: Steam Edition.

More than 7,500 C152s have been produced, with various options and modifications being introduced by the factory and added
by owners over the years. The C152 II variant includes an enhanced standard avionics and navigation package.

Developed by Carenado, the C152 II for FSX: Steam Edition includes two model types (with and without gear fairings) in four
liveries, with high quality textures, an animated pilot and accurate modelling of details including antennas, wheel chocks, fuel

caps and baggage area.

Features

Four coloured liveries.

Window reflections

Full 3D pilot figure with animations

Full propeller effects

Modelled details including pitot pressure chamber, antennas, wheel chocks, fuel caps, baggage area

Animations include: ailerons, elevators, rudders, flaps, trim tab, rotating wheels, operating doors, animated sun visors,
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operating door windows, glove compartment, fresh air outlets, vibrating radio antenna, opening ashtray, and the co-pilot
seat back also tilts forward.

Realistic aircraft performance based on real aircraft information and pilot observations

High fidelity custom sound set

Custom panel and gauges

Built-in zoom gauges featuring authentic lighting effects

Night light effects on panel

Yokes can be shown/hidden by mouse click in VC

Cast shadows on VC

External dynamic shadows cast

Normal and specular mapping

Bloom lights
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great deep atmosphere. boring tho, and english. There's free versions of similar games like this out there. The level music is
pretty sweet, though the main menu music hurts my ears. However, it's not enough justification to spend money on a game like
this.. had to return it to steam would crash when clicked on play or in setting graphics.Contacted dev support,no help Have wos
1 runs great.if they would fix it I would by it again. Repurched this game right from Aerosoft,and found out what I was doing to
make the game crash. This game is programed in only one resulation 1024x769.( I run my screen at 800X600) So I set my
desktop to the 1024,bingo runs like a champ.even in the game setting's you cannot change the resulation. Great game but I still
like the first wos better The trains were more modern.What I would like them to make is one with the Chicago lines.. A flight
simulator in which you play the part of a russian commander and get to use really cool airplanes called Ekranoplanes (I didn't
know they existed)
Graphics are good, from the 3D airplane models to the russian-flavored menus. You can start a campaign and slowly build your
team of comrades, or select Single Mission (the easiest choice) and start flying immediatly.
Your comrades, the weapons you carry and your instruments affect your stats in battle.
For lower performance PCs (like mine) the game loading is a bit slow.. First a quick warning - I have did not get far into this
game. I'm about to refund, and suggest you make your own mind up (it won't take 2 hours) and actually take a punt if you think
this is your kind of game.

I generally like platform/puzzle fps games. Quantum Conundrum? Yup. Portal? Obviously. Antichamber? You bectha.
Therefore I was looking forward to something similar but unfortunately the maker of Construct thinks bigger is better and that
making everything transparent is a cool look (it's cool for a few seconds, then you realise you can't tell where anything actually
is). What wore me down in an amazingly short timeframe is the huge distances involved. Even sprinting the levels are
enourmous and mostly empty. The whole game could be 1/10th the size and it woukd be so much less tedious to traverse. Where
Portal has densely packed challenge rooms this has enourmous cavernous spaces but with nothing much to do.

Audio is very harsh and digital which also grated.. WIP review, will finish writing soon]

I've played many hours of this mode in the base game - I'm just here to review this since they released it as a standalone free to
play game. I personally disagree with this decision, but I am biased, having bought Mankind Divided on launch with the season
pass. So when Eidos starts giving away half the base game for free, as well as the preorder bonuses, it doesn't sit well with me. If
this was a multiplayer mode with a dying playerbase, going free to play would make some sense, but breach can be completed
completely without any interaction with other players - the only social interaction is by challenging other players to beat your
high scores.

The game itself is great and is in my opinion what deus ex needed. Breach mode plays like a cross between Deus Ex and Soloing
Payday 2. Because unlike mankind divided, there are no quicksaves. You can't just reset a mistake you have made by loading
the last save. Breach is the arcade version of the game - Rewards are given for speedrunning levels and for obtaining the most
points. Modifiers can be applied to make levels harder or easier - the former of which will increase the score multiplier.
Because this game is fast paced, some of the slower elements of the main game are removed. Bodies of enemies will
disintegrate when killed, so you dont need to hide the corpses. But on the other hand, you can't pick up their weapons or ammo
to help you out. The social pillar of the game, AKA having conversations with npcs, both with minor ones and major ones, are
removed. They just aren't necessary in this mode, and in fact would detract from the main experience. Although, there is a
social aspect that is between levels of a Darknet file, where you text chat other Reapers who will help you on your misson, and
an enemy reaper who will be♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥at you.

Maps can have different objectives, not including the optional challenges of getting the high score, beating the speedrun
requirement, or securing all the data in the map. The most basic is data extraction - where you have to download a certain
amount of the data in the map for the exit to open. And when the exit opens you have a limited amount of time to reach it and
the alarm automatically goes off (Which doesn't break stealth unless you are detected), etc. There are also missions where you
must kill a certain number of enemies, as well as missions where you must kill a "Prime" unit - a boss fight. A more recent
objective for some maps has been to make your way to a ball and carry the ball all the way to the exit.

Some missions have modifiers built into them, such as failing on breaking stealth, disabling all your custom augmentations
(Character ability upgrades you gain by progressing), having enemies do more damage or you doing less damage, etc.
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Despite being arcade-y and not directly related to Adam Jensen's story in the story mode of Mankind Divided, there are
narrative mission chains that do have permanent choices you have to make in them.

Items are rewarded by completing the darknet story missions, buying loot drops with ingame currency, and some with real
currency. Despite what some say this isn't really pay to win. While you can buy high level loot crates with a currency bought
from real cash, you don't need them to beat the game - you can acquire everything you need by completing missions and buying
the loot drops with the main ingame currency. These crates will drop several items of varying qualities and types, with some
crates having specific types of items such as special ammo for your weapons(Regular ammo can be bought cheaply for each gun
without needing random chance, although some special guns only use special ammo such as armor piercing rounds) and the
main crate has different versions. buying the more expensive models will give you a higher chance of really good items and at a
minimum will give you decent quality.

You earn ingame credits by completing missions as well as their side objectives (speedruns, high scores, and getting all the
data), earning booster packs by progressing through the server map, and a special bonus by getting %100 completion on a
server. Replaying a mission you've already beaten gives you a small amount of credits if you are replaying them on a day you've
already completed them, but if it's your first time on that day, you will get a much larger amount. So farming credits isn't as bad
as you might think.
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A finely crafted challenge. Should you ever feel the game is kicking your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665too hard, you can
count on the marvelous soundtrack to pump you up.. No. Whilst this game has some artistic merit it's main goal is to frustrate
and gain wtf responses. I am just not that into this kind of thing sometimes.. WHY AM I STILL GETTING HATE. This is The
Best DLC EVER You Get To Play As GANDALF !!! :D. Awesome especially with the new updates. This game is harder than
Dark Souls
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